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Abstract - Today web is producing ever growing and huge amounts of data and information. This extremely huge amount of 
data called big data are in terms of bulk quantity, complexity, denotation, circulation, and processing costs in computer 
science & information technology, web-based processing, cloud computing, and computational intelligence. To provide the 
ability to make sense and maximum utilization of such vast amounts of web data for knowledge discovery and decision-
making is crucial to scientific advancement; we need new tools for such a big web data mining.  The web data are in the 
form of structured and unstructured type which is directly or indirectly influencing society, peoples or researchers. Design 
and implementation of a web mining research support system has become a challenge for people with interest in utilizing 
information from the big web data for their research. This paper presents a new prototype tool for extracting information 
from big data across different web sites. Our prototype tool (advance model) uses a new approach for pattern finding from 
new web pages across different sites. It does so by focusing on the different link present in the seed Web sites and exploring 
and saving the links to find new pattern. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
The era of “big data” has opened several doors of 
opportunities to upgrade science, boost health care 
services, improve economic growth, reconstruct our 
educational system, and prepare new types of social 
interaction and entertainment services. Big data usually 
includes data sets with sizes beyond the ability of 
commonly used software tools to capture, curate, manage, 
and process data within a tolerable elapsed time [1]. Big 
Data concern large-volume, complex, growing data sets 
with multiple, autonomous sources.Big data sets are those 
that outgrow the simple kind of database and data 
handling architectures that were used in earlier times, 
when big data was more expensive and less feasible. Web 
mining aims to discover useful information or knowledge 
from the Web hyperlink structure, page content, and 
usage data. Although, Web mining uses many data mining 
techniques due to the heterogeneity and semi-structured 
or unstructured nature of the Web data. Based on the 
primary kinds of data used in the mining process, Web 
mining tasks [2] can be categorized into three types: Web 
structure mining, Web content mining and Web usage 
mining. Table 1 shows different categories of Web 
mining tasks. As data is a collection of facts from the 
grids of web servers along the web usually of unorganized 
form in the digitaluniverse. Around 90% of data present 
in today’s world are generated in last two years [3]. This 
big data available in the internet is generated either by 
individuals, groups or by the organization over a 
particular period. This volume of big data becomes larger 
day by day as the usage of Internet and the web makes an 
interdisciplinary part of human activities. Many research 
projects, as reported in [4,5,6], have been initiated in the 
last couple of years for the sake of overcoming the big 

data challenges. Rise of these data leads to a new 
technology such as big data that acts as a tool to 
process, manipulate and manage very large 
dataset along with the storage required. 

 
II. INFORMATION RETRIEVAL FROM 
BIG WEB DATA 
 
Search is the largest application on the Web. It 
has its root in (IR) information retrieval [7], 
which is a field of study that helps the user and 
researcher’s to find needed information from a 
large collection of web pages. Given a query 
(e.g., a set of keywords), which expresses the 
user’s information need, an IR system finds a set 
of web pages that is relevant to the query from its 
underlying collection. 
Web search applies some IR techniques, but also 
faces a lot of problems due to special 
characteristics of the Web data. First is due to its 
semi-structured nature and hyperlinks. Thus, a 
new method has been developed to produce 
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better Web IR (or search) systems. Another major issue is 
efficiency. Document collections used on the Web is 
huge. Web users demand very fast responses. No matter 
how accurate a retrieval algorithm is, if the retrieval 
cannot be done extremely efficiently, few people will use 
it. In this study new methods have been designed to 

produce better Web IR (or search) 
systems.Numerous notable attempts have been 
initiated to exploit massive parallel processing 
architectures[8,9]. Our methodology for IE from 
multiple Web sites introduces anadvance model 
and is graphically depicted in Fig.1. 

 

 
III. EXPERIMENT FOR HANDLING BIG WEB DATA 
 
IV. WORKING PROCESS 
 
We develop a model called HAM given in fig.1 to discover the content of publicly available WebPages from big 
web data. In HAM there is two input one for keyword (text) another for seed URL. Seed URL is the URL where 
we want to search the keyword of the text. Keyword (text) is for providing the content of the text which we want 
to find from the URL (web address). HAM verifies the entirelink which is present in the seed URL of the web 
site and store it into database with their heading text for future searching. After that it make a search pattern 
from the keyword (text) and match the pattern text to the content of the web page of each link present on seed 
URL. If search pattern found matches then it return the result in the form of HTML web link web page or in the 
form of grid view web page. 
 
V. DATASET DESCRIPTION 
 
Experiments were conducted on 10 web sites approximately on 100 link pages. The pages were collected from 
multiple vendor sites and demonstrate a rich variety of page structure. Some of the web site shows no inner link 
but they consist inner link, hence a separate pattern finder expression (HAM) datasets was developed for each 
varying fact structure of the web site in this project. Examples of varying facts are the HTML key word like title 
and href. 
 
VI. RESULTS 
 
When the return result are in the form HTML web link web page then user can go for detailed text after clicking 
on the link of return HTML web page as given in fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2:  HTML View when providing url and Text to be search 

 
If the return result are in the form grid view web page then user can’t go for detailed text after clicking on the 
link it simply provide the detailed address of the search pattern and heading text. 
 

 
Fig. 3: GRID View when providing URL and Text to be search 

 
HAM look at webpages and follow links on those pages, 
much like we would if we were browsing content on the 
web. They go from link to link and bring data about those 
webpages back to HAM database. If user has only 
provided the content of the keyword (text) and live the 
seed URL blank. Then the searching pattern process 
begins with a list of web address from past search 
database of HAM database 

As our pattern finder visit seed URL websites, 
they use links on those sites to discover other 
pages. The “HyperLink& Pattern Saver” module 
of the software pays precaution to the change of 
link in the visited site in the past if any new link 
is obtained in new search then it update the 
database of HAM. It also gives special attention 
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to dead links. If any dead link found during searching it 
delete the link from HAM database 
Our HAM give web request to site owners to visit their 
site, when web response received from site owner then we 
use a file called “SourceFile.txt” for searching the pattern.  
We use the same software to all websites to ensure the 
best possible results for the users. 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This paper presented a methodology for extracting 
information from big Web data across different web sites, 
which is based on using a pipeline of five component 
modules: a patter finder, HTTP downloader, Hyperlink 
extractor, Hyper Link counter, Hyperlink& pattern saver. 
Experimental results showed the viability of our 
approach. For instance, the advance models (HAMs) are a 
new learning method for performing extraction of text 
pattern and link from web pages. According to this 
approach, a single HAM is trained for each fact. At run-
time, each model applied to a page, using the FindPattern 
procedure, to identify relevant matches. Identified 
matches across different pages may be identical. Our 
HyperLink& Pattern Saver procedure can thus be useful 
to HAM duplicate extraction tasks. Our aim is to further 
increase the number of correct choices made for the 
model in pattern extraction. 
A bottleneck in existing approaches for IE is the pattern 
finder expression making process of pattern finder. 
Despite the use of a user-friendly annotation tool [10], the 
pattern finder expression making process is a tedious, 
time- consuming and error-prone task, especially when 
moving to a new domain. We plan to investigate active 
learning techniques [11] On the other hand; we try our 
best that our pattern finder expression (HAM) datasets 
will be of use as benchmarks for the comparative 

evaluation of other current and/or future IE 
systems in further study. 
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